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AbSTrAcT
In this seminal contribution, the world’s first wholly-analytical gas volume fraction multiphase flow model 
is formulated and demonstrated in virtual flow meter and production allocation field applications for its 
differentiated ability to achieve improved reliability of phase flow rate calculations given pressure and 
temperature measurements at two different locations along multiphase production systems. The presented 
simple gas volume fraction equation is explicit in form and is validated against both lab data and oilfield 
flowline data. A crucial requirement for differential pressure flow meters for multiphase production sys-
tems, particularly wet gas systems in annular and annular-mist flows, is the calculation of the averaged 
gas volume fraction. Additional calculations include multidirectional entrainment calculations, which 
strongly affect the simultaneous entrainment of liquids in the gas phase and the gas in the liquid phases. 
historically, prior published gas volume fraction two-phase flow models had closure relations and artifi-
cial adjustment (fitting) factors linked to controlled lab-scale conditions involving immiscible fluids that 
bear no resemblance to the complex petroleum mixtures undergoing phase change in uncontrolled long 
wellbore and flowline environments. Thus, ambiguous extrapolations were necessary leading to increased 
uncertainties. using an asymptotic approximation analysis approach, an analytical gas volume fraction 
equation is derived that overcomes this empirical-based restriction. In terms of comprehensive validation, 
the presented analytical gas volume fraction equation is demonstrated first for its ability to reliably repro-
duce over 2600 two-phase annular and annular-mist flow experimental datasets inclusive of circular and 
non-circular conduits. Secondly, readily available published experimental data of both constant-diameter 
as well as variable-diameter sub-critical to critical choke two-phase flows are used for model validation 
in scenarios involving different flow obstructions. lastly, an offshore subsea flowline dataset is used to 
demonstrate the improved reliability of the new equation at field-scale operational conditions.
Keywords: Multiphase Flow Metering, Oil Production Allocation, Offshore Flowline and Onshore Pro-
duction Systems, Volume Fractions and Flow Rates Prediction, Wet Gas Virtual Flow Metering.

1 INTrODucTION
The well-recognized needs for consistently accurate multiphase flow metering (mPFm) in 
the petroleum industry stem from the fact that a reliable determination of the in-line flow 
rates of the unprocessed oil, gas and water phases, is necessary for allocating the production 
from oil and gas assets, for well testing and for continuous monitoring and optimization of 
production. In contrast to partially and fully separated multiphase flow meters such as test 
separators on petroleum production systems, in-line mPFm measurements and calculations 
are meant to determine the oil, water and gas flow rates without any processing or condition-
ing. Such in-line mPFm technologies and applications have been in wide-spread use since 
the early 1990’s [1]. A good review and description of various available in-line mPFm tech-
nologies and devices can be found in [2]. Furthermore, detailed descriptions of prior theories 
and algorithms used in either the inferred measurements of physical flow meters or in 
 physics-based flow metering models (i.e. virtual flow meters, VFm), can be found in [3] and 
[2]. In a more recent application of mPFm, an example of using physics-based flow metering 
models in combination with automatic calibration using artificial data-fitting factors derived 
from Data Analytics (i.e. ‘smart’ virtual flow meters, SVFm), can be found in [4].
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Among the various approaches used to measure or calculate the three-phase flow rates of a 
production system, it is well-recognized that those approaches involving the calculation of gas 
volume fraction will lead to a more consistently reliable prediction of phase flow rates due to the 
inherent relationship between phase volume fractions, velocities and pressure gradient [2]. This 
is no surprise since this relationship is merely a manifestation of the law of conservation of total 
momentum of the flowing multiphase mixture. In particular, mPFm calculation algorithms uti-
lize different forms of this relationship in combination with a viscous loss coefficient and the 
discernible pressure drop across restricted multiphase flows (such as through nozzles, orifices 
and critical/sub-critical chokes) to obtain more reasonable estimates of flow rates. The question 
then arises as to which gas volume fraction model to use in a mPFm calculation algorithm for 
the best reliably predictive results? The answer to this question is the scope of this work.

We emphasize here that our aim is to avoid empirical lab-based correlations for gas volume 
fraction (i.e. avoid the numerous scaling problems from lab to field) and to avoid calibration 
in any form since all calibration involving data-fitting decreases predictability since they 
increase unknowns (increased fitting factors) and lock in the predictive path of models. The 
practical benefit of a reliably accurate calculation of gas volume fraction for use in VFm or 
mPFm applications will be to enhance the predictive capability of such devices/algorithms. 
Additionally, reliable multiphase flow metering calculations present a cost-effective solution 
for monitoring production at any point along the production system, either standalone or as 
back-up to installed multiphase flow metering equipment, even in environments where 
 pressure and temperature sensors in wells or flowlines can fail over time.

last, although the emphasis of this work is on the gas volume fraction analytical model 
development, other important multiphase calculations that must necessarily go into VFm or 
mPFm algorithm routines, such as multidirectional entrainment and the thermodynamic con-
version of volumetric phase flow rates at standard conditions to in-situ mass flow rates can be 
found in [5] and [6], respectively. For the generation of all simulation results in this paper, we 
utilize the analytical multiphase flow methods found in [6].

2 DErIVATION OF ThE ANAlyTIcAl GAS VOlumE FrAcTION mODEl
considering above, a correlation-free and mathematically consistent model for gas volume 
fraction (or gas void fraction) will significantly improve the predictive accuracy and stability 
of multiphase flow meter calculation algorithms. Firstly, such a model will avoid the large, 
ambiguous inaccuracies that arise from scaling lab-based low pressure and temperature 
experiments with immiscible (irrelevant) fluids to field scale environments at high pressure 
and temperature with complex miscible (petroleum) fluids. Secondly, such a model will avoid 
artificial data-fitting factors of automated or manual calibration routines, regardless of whether 
the fitting factors come from tuning/training datasets or not. Indeed, more calibration increases 
unknowns (more fitting factors) and decreases model predictability in scenarios outside of 
tuning datasets. Thirdly, such a model must be smooth, continuous and differentiable to ena-
ble its use in inverse differential pressure flow meter algorithms that utilize pressure drops to 
arrive at unique solutions to the in-situ mass flow rates. To this end, an asymptotic approxima-
tion analysis is invoked below to derive such an analytical gas volume fraction model.

In continuation of the specific terminology and pipe fractional flow language of [7], for a 
generic heavier phase 1 (e.g. a liquid) and a generic lighter phase 2 (e.g. a gas), similar to the 
slip ratio between phase 2 and phase 1, h2,1, we can define another dimensionless velocity 
ratio which we call the relative velocity slip ratio, Ω2,1, which is the ratio of the relative veloc-
ity to the mixture velocity of the flowing two-phase mixture:
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In eqn. (1), v2  is the averaged in-situ velocity of phase 2, v1  is the averaged in-situ 

velocity of phase 1, and umix  is the mixture velocity = v s v s2 2 1 21+ −( ) where 
s2  is the averaged phase 2 volume fraction or averaged gas volume fraction in a gas-liquid 

flow. Therefore, we see with this simple definition, all the in-situ velocities and volume 
fractions are captured. This is not the case with the slip ratio definition, h2,1, which only 
captures the slip of one phase relative to the other. As noted in [7], from a transport phe-
nomena perspective, the objectively measurable changes in the in-situ phase velocities and 
volume fractions associated with each flow pattern are the fundamental physical quantities 
that govern the transport processes of the multiphase flow. It is these transport processes 
that drive the different mass, momentum and energy exchanges occurring during flow. This 
is why flow patterns matter because they represent the visual (spatio-temporal) manifesta-
tions of the measurable changes in the in-situ velocities and volume fractions during the 
multiphase flow.

Now, let’s start our derivation by postulating what the upper limit (the upper asymptote) of 
eqn. (1) would look like. In this limit, in terms of the physical mechanisms at play, phase 1 
(the liquid phase in the case of gas-liquid flow) is entraining fully into phase 2 (the gas) and 

therefore, regardless of the other velocities in the multiphase flow, v1  will tend to 0, s2  
will tend to 1 and thus v2  will tend to u2 , the superficial velocity of phase 2. This can be 
expressed as:
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In eqn. (2) above, f2 is the flowing fraction of phase 2 = u umix2 / . Now, if we re-express 
eqn. (1) in the dimensionless terms of f2 and s2 , we get:

 
f s s2 2 2 1 21 1= + −( )( )Ω ,  

(3)

It is noteworthy at this juncture to point out that eqn. (3) above is the same as eqn. (5) of 
[7] but this time expressed in terms of the dimensionless relative velocity ratio form. Substi-
tuting eqn. (2) in eqn. (3), we will then arrive at:
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And equivalently, solving for s2  (i.e. the gas volume fraction in a gas-liquid flow) in eqn. 
(4), we arrive at the analytical expression for s2  in terms of the flowing fraction, f2, as:
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Equations (4) and (5) above are the main results of this paper – the wholly-analytical, corre-
lation-free equation for gas (phase 2) volume fraction in a two-phase flow. Equation (4) is 
referred to as ‘ANSlIP’ (meaning analytical slip) in [6]. In terms of dependencies, it is impor-
tant to note that although the gas volume fraction, s2 , in eqn. (5) is given as a direct function 
of gas flowing fraction, f2, all the other parameters and dependent variables in a multiphase 
pipe flow such as pipe inclination, diameter, flowing area, densities, viscosities, etc. will be 
found in the calculation of the gas flowing fraction, f2, when eqn. (5) is used in a multiphase 
flow computational simulator environment (e.g. as in [6]). Therefore, the same variables and 
parameters involved in the calculation of superficial and mixture velocities of the gas flowing 
fraction (which are functions of pressure and temperature) contribute implicitly to the 
 calculation of the gas volume fraction.

In terms of mathematical form, although from the derivation above one might initially 
expect eqn. (4) to be best applicable to high gas volume fraction flows (i.e. churn-annular, 
annular, annular-mist, wet-gas flows), a plot of f2 versus s2  reveals a broader, 
 behaviour-capturing nature of this equation, as seen in Fig. 1 below. It is notable that the 
major multiphase flow pattern regions of bubbly (or dispersed) flows at about s2  < 0.3, 
transitional (or slug/churn) flows at about 0.3 < s2  < 0.75, and annular (or separated) flows 

Figure 1: Graphical representation of eqn. (4), the main result of this work.
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at about s2  > 0.75 are captured in terms of their relationships to the amount of slip these 
flow patterns display. The amount of slip in the fractional flow plot of Fig. 1 is depicted by 
the distance of the model from the no slip line. As can be seen, slug and churn flows will 
typically have the highest slip followed by annular flows and then bubbly flows. Therefore, 
by analysing the form of eqn. (4), which is graphically depicted by Fig. 1, we can expect that 
eqn. (4) will find applicability to a wide range of vertical-up, up-inclined and horizontal mul-
tiphase flows, and will have its highest accuracy for high gas volume fraction (or high gas 
rate) flows.

In terms of the limiting applicability of eqn. (4), we note that the lower gas volume fraction 
predictions for down-inclined flows are not generally expected to follow eqn. (4) since Fig. 1 
shows that the equation does not functional represent the portion of the fractional flow plot 
below the no slip line at lower gas volume fractions, which indicates regions where phase 1 
flows faster than phase 2. Also, for specific types of gas-liquid flows where the bubbly flows 
will not exhibit a low-slip (or dispersed bubbly flow) behaviour, such as heavy oil and gas 
flow or flows with high slip at low gas volume fractions, eqn. (4) is not expected to accurately 
describe such gas volume fraction behaviours. In this latter case, a gas volume fraction model 
that allows for high slip at low gas volume fractions should be used (e.g. as found in [8]).

3 mODEl VAlIDATION AGAINST PublIShED lAb AND FIElD DATASETS
For the remainder of this work, we compare the performance of eqn. (4) in both validation 
tests (below) and in new VFm algorithms for calculating three-phase flow rates (next section).

3.1 Non-obstructed lab multiphase flows – constant-diameter closed conduit

In the first validation lab dataset for constant-diameter closed conduits, we select the large 
database of published experiments given in [9]. In this reference for annular flows, inclusive 
of churn-annular to annular mist flows, an empirical correlation for gas volume fraction is 
obtained through the traditional means of non-linear parametric regression. The datasets 
over which the regressed correlation is drawn spans a gas (phase 2) volume fraction range of 
0.7 < s2  < 1, and includes 2,633 datapoints for circular tubes covering macroscale to 
microscale flow conditions and 40 additional datapoints for non-circular channels.

In order to compare the predictive reliability of eqn. (4) against this database, we plot the 
empirical correlation of [9] against eqn. (4) for the common experimental flow loop condi-
tions of air density = 1.2 kg/m3 and water density = 1000 kg/m3. As is evident from Fig. 2, 
the very close match of eqn. (4) with this large experimental database (captured by the empir-
ical correlation) demonstrates the accuracy of eqn. (4) and signifies that the time-consuming 
approach of gathering large amounts of data and regressing upon adjustable parameters of a 
model can be overcome by simple and mathematically consistent physical arguments (i.e. 
careful reasoning rather than ‘brute force’).

3.2 Obstructed (restricted) lab multiphase flows – variable-diameter chokes & nozzles

In the second validation lab dataset for constant-diameter closed conduits, we select the large 
database of published experiments given in [10]. The datasets of this reference include the 
full range of flow patterns. In Fig. 3 above, one gas volume fraction and total pressure gradi-
ent dataset corresponding to run names of ‘Wr4.01’ to ‘Wr4.15’ in the reference, are selected 
to show how eqn. (4) is used to first predict the gas volume fraction (Fig. 3a), and then the 
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predicted gas volume fraction is used within the total pressure gradient model for predicting 
the total pressure gradient dataset at a liquids superficial flow rate of 1.042 m/s (Fig. 3b). It 
should be noted how eqn. (4) smoothly transitions through each flow pattern and integrates 
the different slip velocity transitions as the flow pattern changes. Finally, for comparison, 
other predictions of pressure gradients using eqn. (4) for the gas volume fraction calculation 
at different liquid superficial flow rates are additionally shown in Fig. 3b.

Figure 2: comparison of the wholly analytical eqn. (4) against a vapor (phase 2) and 
liquid (phase 1) annular flow empirical correlation [9] inclusive of churn-
annular to annular-mist boundaries. The underlying experimental database 
for the correlation contains 2,633 datapoints for circular tubes covering 
macroscale to microscale flow conditions and 40 additional datapoints for 
non-circular channels.

Figure 3: Demonstrating how eqn. (4) can be used to predict both the air volume fraction (in 
b) and pressure drops (in a) of three different sub-critical to critical horizontal air-
water choke flow datasets of [11]. lines are calculations (outlet specified) and 
points are data.
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3.3 Obstructed (restricted) lab multiphase flows – variable-diameter choke

In addition to the constant diameter lab datasets above, we now validate eqn. (4) against three 
restricted, variable diameter two-phase flow lab datasets sourced from the horizontal multiphase 
choke flow datasets in [11]. In the reference, we select datasets transitioning the boundary from 
sub-critical choke flow (runs ‘21171’ and ‘21170’) to critical choke flow (run ‘21169’). This valida-
tion serves an important application of the use of eqn. (4) for gas volume fraction calculations in 
applications involving critical to sub-critical choke multiphase flows. Note that for the datasets in this 
section (as well for the remainder of this paper), eqn. (4) is used within the analytical simulator in [6] 
in which the variable-diameter flow path is carefully discretized into a multi-segmented pipe system 
that conforms to the flow path. This discretization can be similarly applied to sharp, short obstruc-
tions (such as plate orifices or small constrictions) in addition to smooth, long obstructions as given 
in this choke example and nozzles. clearly, the character and magnitude of the pressure gradients 
and phase volume fractions will change in accordance with both the varying segment axial length 
and varying segment cross-sectional areas along the profile of each differently discretized system.

In Fig. 4 above, each run starts at the specified outlet pressure (varying from low to high 
pressure) and the gas volume fraction and total pressure gradient calculations are performed 

Figure 4: Demonstrating how eqn. (4) can be used to predict both the air volume fraction (in 
b) and pressure drops (in a) of three different sub-critical to critical horizontal air-
water choke flow datasets of [11]. lines are calculations (outlet specified) and 
points are data.
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along the segmented choke system denoted by a dotted line profile shown by the right axis of 
Fig. 4a. Note that all subcritical and critical choke multiphase flows are accurately predicted 
using eqn. (4). It is also important to highlight that in varying diameter flows, as depicted in 
Fig. 4 above, the convective acceleration/deceleration pressure gradient term will dominate 
during the contraction and expansion parts of the choke device, where the flow will accelerate 
(positive pressure gradient) during contractions and decelerate (negative pressure gradient) 
during expansions. Additionally, the frictional pressure gradient will dominate along the 
 constant small-diameter section of the choke.

3.4 Validation against published offshore (subsea) flowline field dataset

Next, in addition to validation comparisons of eqn. (4) against the lab-scale datasets above, 
we now shift attention to a published, field-scale gas-condensate subsea flowline dataset with 
real petroleum fluids exhibiting gas dew point mass exchange behaviours (e.g. gas coming 
out of condensate and condensate dropping out of gas) found in [12]. These tests examine the 
validity of eqn. (4) in scenarios of changing flowing fractions along the system flow path 
representing the always-changing superficial gas velocities and mixture velocities during the 
multiphase flow as pressure and temperature drops.

For this validation, we select the published offshore North Sea Frigg to St. Fergus gas- 
condensate subsea flowline dataset of [12], in which both surface pressure and temperature 
measurements and pigged flowline condensate volumes measurements are readily available 
for comparisons against both total pressure gradient and gas volume fraction simulations 
using eqn. (4). Additionally, this is a very long 226 miles, 32-inch diameter subsea flowline 
that flows gas and condensate from the Frigg offshore platform to an intermediate ‘mcP01’ 
platform and then on to the St, Fergus onshore complex as shown in the elevation (seabed) 
profile Fig. 5a. The prevailing flow pattern is annular flow with a very high gas-to-condensate 
ratio (Gcr) of 1 mmscf/bbl at various condensate rates as shown in Fig. 5b. Pressure and 
temperature data are available on surface at the Frigg platform and the St. Fergus complex 
and sometimes available at the intermediate platform for each for the condensate flow rates 
shown in Fig. 5b.

Figure 5: Demonstrating how eqn. (4) can be used to predict both the condensate holdup (or 
condensate volume fraction) and total pressure drops in b, for the elevation profile 
of the 226 miles long, 32-inch diameter North Sea subsea Frigg flowline [12] in (a). 
In (b), lines are our analytical simulations and points are pressure gauge data.
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As is clear from the results of Fig. 5b, eqn. (4) is ideally suited for this annular flow dataset 
and yields a high accuracy for all the reported pressure gauge data within +/- 5 % error. For 
these data, all simulations started with the fixed outlet pressure and the pressure profiles and 
inlet flowline pressures were predicted using eqn. (4).

4 NEW AlGOrIThm FOr cAlculATING FlOWlINE FlOW rATES uSING 
KNOWN SurFAcE PrESSurE AND TEmPErATurE DIFFErENcES

In this final validation section, we will utilize eqn. (4) in a new algorithm for field-scale virtual 
multiphase flow metering calculations presented below by utilizing the pressure and tempera-
ture differences along a subsea pipeline to calculate its producing condensate and gas flow rates. 
For this calculation, we select one of the flow rates of the North Sea Frigg subsea flowline 
dataset from the previous section, i.e. the dataset at condensate rate of 1144 bbl/d. The corre-
sponding outlet mcP01 platform pressure of 10.92 mPa and temperature of 5.5ºc will be used 
as the starting point in our simulations. For the given inlet Frigg platform pressure of 15 mPa 
and temperature of 47ºc, our goal then is to find the flow rates that yield the minimum absolute 
difference between the calculated pressure drop between the Frigg and mcP01 platforms 
(∆Pcalc) using eqn. (4) and the measured pressure drop between these platforms of 15 mPa – 
10.92 mPa = 4.08 mPa (∆Pmeas). This absolute difference is shown on the y-axis of Fig. 6 below.

In setting up this dataset for VFm simulations, we note the total pipeline measured dis-
tance (mD) from the Frigg platform to the mcP01 platform = 188,400 m, a horizontal 
pipeline profile assumption is used, a linear flowing temperature gradient assumption is used, 
condensate gravity = 70ºAPI, gas gravity = 0.68 (Air = 1.0) and the internal pipeline 
 diameter = 0.7747 m. For our VFm algorithm, we first specify increasing condensate rates in 
50-bbl/d increments from 100 to 2000 bbl/d at Gcr = 0.5 mmscf/bbl (simulation run # 
1 to 39 of Fig. 6), then at the same condensate increments at Gcr = 1 mmscf/bbl  (simulation 
run # 40 to 78 of Fig. 6), and finally at the same condensate increments at Gcr = 1.5 mmscf/
bbl (simulation run # 79 to 117 of Fig. 6).

As clearly seen in Fig. 6, the unknown flow rates can be uniquely found for the presented 
dataset. Simulation number 61 represents the condition of 1150 bbl/d and Gcr of 1 mmscf/

Figure 6: Demonstrating how eqn. (4) can be used to predict the condensate and gas flow 
rates of one published dataset of the North Sea Frigg subsea flowline in [12].
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bbl, which is very close to the actual rates. This procedure of specifying the flow rate combi-
nations and determining the minimum value of ∆ ∆P Pcalc meas−  can be applied to any flowline.

last, it should be noted that a similar VFm algorithm to that described above can be 
applied to oilfield wellbores for predicting three-phase flow rates at the wellhead. In such 
applications, the calculations of flowing bottom hole pressure (FbhP) from the outlet speci-
fied conditions at the wellhead using eqn. (4), i.e. Pwf calc, , will be compared to the FbhP 
specified from an inflow performance relationship (IPr) that relates the FbhP to the gas-to-
oil ratio (GOr), water cut, total fluids productivity index (PI) and an averaged reservoir 
pressure, i.e. Pwf IPR, . The absolute difference to be minimized in this scenario will be 

P Pwf calc wf IPR, ,− . Additionally, in contrast to the flowline VFm application above, in the 
wellbore VFm application, only the gas rate needs to be specified in increments from a cho-
sen low value to high value since the corresponding oil rates will be provided from the given 
GOr and the corresponding water rates will be provided from the given water cut.

5 cONcluSIONS
The validation results of the lab and field case studies given in this work clearly show the 
predictive value of using the presented correlation-free, wholly-analytical gas volume frac-
tion model (eqn. 4) that is smooth, continuous and differentiable, in that unique phase flow 
rate combinations result when used in conjunction with analytical multiphase flow modelling 
methods. This is a practically significant finding that is useful for both forward models (using 
phase flow rates to calculate pressure gradient) as well as inverse models (VFm optimization 
algorithms using pressure gradient to calculate phase flow rates). The presented model will 
find ideal use in virtual multiphase flow meter and production allocation field applications in 
the petroleum industry for its differentiated ability to achieve improved reliability of flow 
rate predictions.
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